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Silver Frame is an independent production house which brings together talented artists. We
specialize in the production of documentary and fiction movies with international potential.

Silver Frame cooperates with the best young directors and cinematographers from all around the
world. We are looking for stories and ideas that talk about common people’s dreams and life stories
in a very universal way. The most important thing about Silver Frame movies is that they give their
audience real emotions.

Cooperation with foreign partners is one of our priorities. Silver Frame is interested in new projects
and cooperations, so we always consider being participants in an interesting productions as a polish
co-producer or an executive producer.
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Silver Frame also offers service of foreign productions in Poland, which in our opinion
is among the most competitive places to shoot in Europe.

Primarily Poland is the country reach in diversity of locations and landscapes. From the
Baltic Sea coastline, through lakes and farmlands of central regions, to the high
mouintans of the south. The architecture will also surprise you. You will find wooden
villages in the countryside, medieval, modern and postcomunistic cities as well as
skyscrapers.

Secondarily Poland is the country that makes your production flow easily and cost
efficient. We offer you flexible, hardworking, multilingual and highly proffesional film
crews, that will create perfect conditions to fulfill your vision.

Give us a try and we will prove our right!
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‚The Formula’ directed by Emmanuel Adjei is a
story of, Zillah and Azar who despite of their
differences fall in love, the beauty of their
relationship longs for a child. When the unborn
daughter dies, their love is put on trial. We
have shot ‚The Formula’ in Poland and Slovakia
with an international crew. Paul Ozgur was
responsible of cinematography.

‚Romantik’ directed by Mateusz Rakowicz, is a
story of Stanislaw who takes his beloved Zosia
on a mysterious and romantic journey. He
wants to propose to her in the city of love...
That's how the movie starts. Here you can see
some stills form the beginning. The movie was
a polish-french cooproduction. The whole
shoot has taken place in Paris.
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‚The Last Waltz’ directed by Mathew Kawalski
takes place on July 1914, Vienna. In a black
comedy manner 'The Last Waltz' tells a story
of a cunning businessman who manage to
swap a fleet of ruined merchant ships for a
warehouse full of canned food, only to find out
they are rotten. All 10 million of them.

‚Magma’ directed by Paweł Maślona is the
story of Janusz, the salesman in furniture
store. One day he accidentally tears a pillow –
it’s the first accident in company since a long
time. It looks like Janusz gets very stressed
about it. Or maybe something else is bothering
his mind?
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Hans Emanuel | Hans was born to a Mexican mother and German father in California, a native of Venice Beach. His
childhood was split between Europe, the US and Mexico. His first devoted creative expression was the violin. While
living in New York City, he transitioned to digital design. In Spain, this new love evolved into work with fashion
videos. At the same time, he became drawn to narrative and began shooting short films. His short 'Cajas' won a
number of awards and screened at Berlinale, the Berlin International Film Festival. In the last years, living in Paris,
Hans evolved into director advertisement focusing in fashion and beauty films. In 2013 shooting O.P.I.'s first brand
campaign winning a Bronze Lion in Cannes, Gold Clio and several golds in the Cristal Festival. Hans continues to
shoot in the US as well as in Europe.

Lisette Donkersloot | Amsterdam based director Lisette Donkersloot studied Lifestyle&Design at the art academy
Rotterdam, but decided to become a filmmaker instead. Being an autodidact she taught herself the job en created
her recognizable visual style along the way which can be best described as feminine, sensual, stylistic and with a
touch of surrealism. She started of with making music videos for a friend all by herself which eventually led to
projects for internationally acclaimed Dutch artist like Mr. Probz, Afrojack and Yellow Claw. Her graduation film
How to remove a bloodstain was shown at the Dutch Film Festival 2015 in Utrecht. Beside shorts and music
videos she’s currently focusing on commercials.

Emmanuel Adjei | Emmanuel Adjei commenced a BA Fine Arts in Utrecht (2007). He graduated with two short
experimental films that got nominated for the TENT Academy Awards, the Netherlands Media Art. Institute - Rene
Coelho Award, The Ron Mandos Young Blood Award and the Jan Zumbrink Prize. In 2011 he was admitted to the
graduation year of the BA Film at the Royal Academy of Arts (KASK) in Ghent, where he graduated with the short
fiction film Mosh (2012). Both in 2013 and 2014 Emmanuel got honoured with a ‘Young Talent’ grant from the
Mondriaan fund, and made the short film Nightlight, which got its succesful Dutch release at the Rijksmuseum,
Stedelijk Museum and the Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam.
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Paweł Maślona | Director and screenwriter, graduate from the Krzysztof Kieslowski Faculty of Radio and Television
at the Silesian University in Katowice. One of the most award-winning young filmmakers in Poland. During studies he
made many well received at international festivals films. The awards for his MAGMA include a prize at the Palm
Springs ShortFest 2013, his ECLIPSE won the award for best director at the Shanghai International Film Festival
2012, while his FOR MADMEN ONLY received the Young Talent Award at the International Festival of Film Schools in
Munich 2010. Paweł is also the author of many ads, for which he received awards at many prestigious competitions
(including the Golden Drum 2009 award at the prestigious Kodak competition).

Maciej Kawalski | Maciej’s short feature THE LAST WALTZ screened at Cannes Film Festival 2014, was nominated for
Shorts Grand Prix at Warsaw Film Festiwal and at Cinema Forum 13th International Independent Feature Film
Festival. Maciej Kawalski is a laureate of Munk Studio’s “30 minutes’ program, financing medium length shorts of
artistic value. Maciej is an author of the script and a director of an animated film TRIBUTE OF SOLIDARITY. The film
have been shown as a teaser to the movie WALESA: MAN OF HOPE directed by Academy Award laureate Andrzej
Wajda. Marcin’s short film THE WATCHMAKER was shown on a few international film festivals such as Budapest,
Shanghai, Cairo and Cracow. Maciej was awarded the second prize at SXSW Festival 2013 in the Chevrolet and Mofilm
contest in Austin, Texas. Furthermore, he received commercial grants for Chevrolet at the Cannes Lions 2013 and
Fidelity Investments at SXSW 2012. Maciej has been participating in the photography masterclass organized by the
agency VII, as well as in the screenwriting workshop conducted by Robert Mckee in London and London
Screenwriter’s Festival 2013. Graduated from Medical University in Silesia.

Jaime Dezcallar | Studied Law in ICADE, where he got the degree. While studying Jaime joined a theater company
called Teatro del Común and after studies was hired by Magnolia T.V. to be part of the Camera Café team. After three
years in television he came to New York to study filmmaking at NYFA, from where recently graduated. Jaime came
back from NYC to Madrid in 2010 where he works as a writer and director for TV, advertisement and his personal
projects.
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Bartosz Bieniek | Graduated from the Faculty of Cinematography at Lodz Film School (BA, 2006) and from the
Faculty of Radio and Television – Cinematography Department at University of Silesia (MA, 2014). In 2012 he was
awarded at Camerimage International Film Festival with the Special Prize of Polish Film Institute and Mastershot
for the cinematography for the short film “All Souls’ Day” directed by Aleksandra Terpinska. In 2015 awarded with
Laslo Kovac’s Golden Tadpole Award at Camerimage International Film Festival.

Cezary Stolecki | Graduated from the Cinematography Department of the Krzysztof Kieślowski Radio and
Television Faculty, University of Silesia. Participant of prestigious Berlinale Talents in 2014. He has worked as a
cinematographer at many award - winning short films. He was awarded the KODAK VISION PRIZE in Pisek, Czech
Republic for his work in „SHAME”. Diploma film "MAGMA" has won many Grand Prix awards including Palm Springs
Short Festival, Cambridge, Prague and Gdynia Film Festival. „MAGMA” was also nominated for the Golden Tadpole
at the CAMERIMAGE Festival for the Best Cinematography. At the present time he is preparing with director Paweł
Maślona for their feature debut in 2016.

Krzysztof Trojnar | Cinematographer based in London. He graduated from the National Film and Television School
in 2015. Krzysztof earned a degree in Film and Television Cinematography and Photography at University of
Silesia in Poland. His work as dop includes SHIT EATERS which was part of the official selection for over 15 festivals
including the BFI London Film Festival 2014 and the London Short Film Festival 2015. He won the award for Best
Cinematography at LA Cinema Festival of Hollywood for short film LAST WALTZ. He has shot several music videos
for bands such as Woman’s Hour and Snowman.
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Marcin Łaskawiec | Cinematographer based in Warsaw. He is a graduate from the Cinematography and
Photography of the Krzysztof Kieślowski Film Radio and Television Faculty at the University of Silesia in Katowice.
He is the winner of the main prize at the 14th Kodak Student Commercial Competition. Among others he shot music
video for polish artist Brodka “Krzyżówka Dnia” which was a nominee for the best video at Yach 2011 and the
winner of Fryderyk Award 2012. Marcin is also experienced in working with international productions: The
Accidental Rockstar (Norway, doc/feature, camera operator), Saleem 3 (Arabic TV Series Dubai, camera operator),
24 (India, feature, camera operator and 2nd unit DoP), Story of Adam (USA, doc/ESPN, DoP and camera operator),
Boniek et Platini.

Paul Ozgur | Born in The Netherlands, Paul Özgür studied Fine Arts for two years at the School of Arts. He applied
to the Netherlands Film School (NFA) in Amsterdam to attend a 4 year BA-program with a specialisation in
Cinematography. In 2013 his graduation film 'Magnesium' premiered at the 2013 Sundance Film Festival and won
the Best Cinematography at the 2013 Camerimage Film Festival. After graduating in 2011, he decided to attend
the Master-program in Cinematography at the National Film and Television School (NFTS) in the UK, where he
graduated in 2014. Recently he shot the feature film 'Prince' which was the opening film of the Generation section
at the 2015 Berlinale Film Festival and received a 'Special Mention' by the 14Plus Jury and will be released in the US
in August.

Jan David Gunther | Cinematographer based in Germany. He is one of the most talented and awarded
cinematographers graduated Baden – Wurtemberg Filmakademie. His commercial for Johnny Walker, has been
awarded in ‚Spotlight 2016’, ‚ADC’ and many more. His short fictions and documentary movies ‚Alacritas’, ‚Where
To, Miss?’, ‚Papa Africa’ were awarded numerous film festivalsworldwide.
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Production House

silverframe.contact@gmail.com

www.silver-frame.com

Stanisław Zaborowski Daria Maślona
t. +48 696 449 317 t. +48 784 087 290


